io	THE FALL OF THE GERMAN REPUBLIC
fessional economists and the appalling increase in the number of
amateur economists—using the term "amateur'1 in the sense not
of "unpaid" but "untrained"—the economic side has already been
exhaustively discussed, to my mind with not very much profit to
the political student. In the second place, I am glad to have
Stresemann on my side in believing that Napoleon's saying,
"Politics is our destiny/' has not yet been refuted, a saying the
rejection or misinterpretation of which is responsible for much
more of the present intellectual chaos in the domain of politics
than those who dislike it would admit. Consequently I have never
done more than refer very briefly to the economic background of
the political stage; if the reader insists on having the background
brought right up to the footlights there is no lack of books in
which he will find that feat performed for him. In my opinion,
in the evolution of the German Republic, the economic factor, ii*
I may use that phrase, was not a decisive one; if it had bccn> the
history of these fifteen years would have been very different; and
possibly much more easily understood. The human i actor,, incal-
culable alike in its submission to and revolt from the logic of
historical development, that logic of which it itself laid the bases.,
is therefore that on which I have concentrated, and endeavoured,
if not to explain, at least to describe, the vagaries of action as
men individually and collectively determined their own destiny
and were determined by it. If at the end of the narrative the how
of the tragedy is reasonably clear, though not the ultimate why, that
is because the German tragedy is essentially a human tragedy with
logic at enmity with common sense and inevitability at odds with
vision. In the end there must be mystery which is no more soluble
than any other mystery of human suffering and human failure,
because neither its first beginning nor its ultimate end is known.
But on the surface of that mystery there is a collectivity, the
political endeavour, and it is that which I have sought to describe,
firstly, because it is interesting in itself on purely Tercntian
grounds and, secondly, because in any political endeavour there
are elements which have a distinct bearing on our own individual
participation in political life. If history is not a school of politics,
then for me at least it has very little meaning*

